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Abstract: Highly local parallel computing and eﬃcient memory management are
emerging as key architectural concepts to continue increasing the performance of
CMOS technologies despite physical limiting factors. When it comes to vision systems,
these concepts gain even greater relevance due to the nature of the information to be
processed and the processing itself. Images contain a massive amount of data that must
usually be analyzed under strict timing and power speciﬁcations. They require, at early
processing stages, local interactions between pixels that can mostly take place in
parallel. A distributed memory arrangement keeping topographical image information
adapts seamlessly to such interactions. These particular features of low-level image
processing demand to explore, for the sake of boosting performance, architectural
solutions other than those based on conventional serial schemes. The industry is also
pushing in this direction with the development of standards like OpenVX calling for
specialized vision hardware.
In this talk, the approach for smart imaging followed by the vision research group of the
Institute of Microelectronics of Seville will be described. This approach focuses on the
exploitation of the inherent characteristics of early vision as well as on an intensive use
of distributed memory. Some of the latest vision chips designed by the group will be presented while highlighting the challenges to be addressed in the future. Finally, the need
for a tight integration between hardware and software providing speciﬁcations at diﬀerent
levels will be proposed as the next step to boost the performance of vision systems.
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